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1 Introduction

2 Preparation
For successful communication with the SyncBox, the computer running Presentation® must have installed 
the most up to date Virtual COM Port Drivers. To ensure the correct SyncBox drivers are automatically 
installed, your computer should have access to the internet when first connecting the SyncBox to your 
computer.

This document provides guidance on the configuration of Presentation® software for use with the NNL 
SyncBox, ResponseGrips and InroomViewingDevice (LCD Monitor). These instructions are applicable to 
SyncBox versions up to and including v3.2.2. Please note that SyncBox v3.2.1 and 3.2.2 do not support 
HID mode, therefore a serial connection should be established. 



3 Setting up ports in serial 
mode
In serial mode, two-way communication is possible between the workstation running Presentation® 
software and the SyncBox. For this setup, the SyncBox and ResponseGrip Interface (RGI) should be 
connected at the back via a yellow patch cable. The SyncBox USB mode should then be set to “Serial”. 
Figure 1 shows the required port settings in Presentation®. 

Figure 1: Serial mode port settings



4 Triggering your paradigm
Note: For more details regarding the configuration of the NNL SyncBox, please refer to the SyncBox 
Instructions for Use (IFU).

The port settings in Presentation® need to be configured to detect a trigger signal from the SyncBox. This 
is possible in both Serial and HID mode, as follows:

Figure 2: Port settings for detection of trigger from SyncBox in Serial mode

Serial mode
1. In the Port Settings tab, under ‘fMRI Mode Trigger’, select ‘Use port input channel’.

2. Select the configured channel (called ‘SyncBoxSerial’ in Fig. 1).

3. Set the ‘Value’ to 115. This corresponds to the character “s” in the Serial input channel.



b. EITHER inside the SDL part of the code: add “mri_pulse = XX” parameter into a trial that you 
would like to be triggered

c. OR inside the PCL part of the code: add a loop as below

a. Header information: 

4. The following code should be incorporated into the paradigm:



b. EITHER inside the SDL part of the code: add “mri_pulse = XX” parameter into a trial that you 
would like to be triggered

c. OR inside the PCL part of the code: add a loop as below

Figure 3: Port settings for detection of trigger from SyncBox in HID mode

a. Header information: 

3. The following code should be incorporated into the paradigm:

HID mode
1. In the Port Settings tab, under ‘fMRI Mode Triggers’, select ‘Use response button event’.

2. In the text field ‘Button:’, type Keyboard : S; this keypress should be used as a trigger for paradigm 
initialization. Note that this button should be selected on the “Response” panel.



5 Registering responses
Note: For more details regarding the configuration of the NNL ResponseGrips, please refer to the 
ResponseGrips IFU.

The Response settings should be configured to detect the pressing of the four ResponseGrip buttons in 
either Serial or HID mode as follows:

1. In the Response Settings tab, under Devices, right click and “add port device”. 

2. Configure properties of the port device as per instructions in section 3. 

3. Use/select Buttons 97, 98, 99, and 100. These correspond, respectively, to characters “a”, 
   “b”, “c”, and “d” in the Serial input device (eg “ResponseGrips”) (see Table 1). 

4. Within the paradigm code (see Fig. 5), input the correct number of “active buttons” and list  
 all the button codes.

Figure 4: Response device settings for NNL ResponseGrips in Serial mode

Serial mode



Table 1: Expected characters from each button of the ResponseGrips

Figure 5: Sample paradigm code for configuration of ResponseGrip buttons.



Figure 6: Response device settings for NNL ResponseGrips in HID mode

Note: Responses will only be logged if the SyncBox is actively running a session. This could be either 
in simulate or synchronize mode.

HID mode
1. In the Response Settings tab, under Devices, select Keyboard.

2. Use/select Buttons A, B, C, and D. These correspond, respectively, to the button codes of  
 the ResponseGrips when in HID mode (see Table 1). 

3. Add mouse button presses if required.



6 Display settings
To configure Presentation® for use with the InroomViewingDevice, see the following steps.

For further details of the InroomViewingDevice, please refer to the InroomViewingDevice IFU.

• Connect the secondary monitor (e.g., InroomViewingDevice) to the workstation running Presentation®.

• In Windows, ensure the Display Settings are set to use ‘Extended Display mode’.

• Under Video Settings, select the secondary monitor on the list of adapters. The Display Mode can be left 
 on “current settings”, which means that the stimulus will be displayed with native settings (resolution, 
 refresh rate) of the LCD screen. 

• Note that the if one would like to display Presentation® on the secondary screen only, then one should  
 have only one Multiple Stimulus Display in the Settings (Fig. 7). There is no need to modify the  
 paradigm code as the default display is 1 (Fig. 8).

• If one would like to have Multiple Stimulus Displays active (Fig. 9), then one must assign every stimulus  
 and every property of the stimulus to display on a particular display using the “display_index”  
 command (Fig. 10). 



Figure 7: Display settings for secondary screen display only.

Figure 8: Sample paradigm code for default of 1 display.



Figure 9: Display settings for multiple displays.

Figure 10: Sample paradigm code modified for multiple displays.



7 SyncBox setup
When using the SyncBox in serial mode, no further configuration is required.

When using the SyncBox in HID mode, it is necessary to manually enter the required number of volumes 
for your acquisition into the SyncBox prior to starting the scan. 

For further details of SyncBox configuration, please refer to the SyncBox IFU.
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